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uncle ; but the poor, bought over by Zoraya's largesses,,
were for the nephew.
It is at this time that tradition and romance place a
terrible incident, which probably has some foundation,,
though the most trustworthy Arabic histories do not
mention it In one of the great festivals, which the
kings continued to give, one of the Zegris was killed
by Zaide Aben Serady, an Abencerrage, both being
lovers of the same lady—the fair Zayda—the subject
of endless ballads. The feud becoming more deadly
every day, the Zegris at last persuaded Boabdil that
Hamet, the chief of the Aben Serady clan, had been
lifting his eyes to one of Boabdil's own nieces. They
had seen him, said two of the Zegris, meeting the
queen at the fount of laurels ; and they persuaded the
king that his vengeance ought to fall on the entire tribe..
The Abencerrages were accordingly summoned tO'
the Alhamra, and -admitted into the hall still called
by their name. A well-armed, band of Zegris and an
executioner awaited them in the Court of Lions ; a
page was sent to summon them ; and one by one they
were beheaded over a huge vase of alabaster. Aben
Hamet and thirty-five more had thus perished before
one of the doomed men was followed by his page,
who, seeing the horrible work that was going forward,,
dashed out at the door when the next was called in,
and rushing down into the town met a band of warriors
returning from a foray and brought them to the rescue.
Others hurried up on the alarm, and there was a terrible
fight, in which two hundred of the Zegris were killed.
Aben Harness wife, the king's own sister, going to-
implore protection from Boabdil, was murdered by him
with his own hand.

